**MAY 15/TUESDAY**

Exhibition hall 2 - Seminar hall

11.30 - 13.00
**Discussion on topic: “Partnership for Life”**

Organiser: Bulgaria Radio Agen- cy, Forum Medicus and Bulgarian National Radio

15.00 - 16.00
Company presentation

Topic: “Anesthesiology Informational System”

Lecturer: Valentin Tzafirovski
Organiser: Software Company

Exhibition hall 4 - Seminar hall

10.00-14.00
**Course: “The use of glassfibres in dentistry”**

- Theoretical part
- work with Stick Tech Perio - periodontal splinting
- work with Stick Tech Crown & Bridge-adhesive bridges
- work with Stick Tech Post-endodontic post

Lecturer: Dr. Elitsa Russeva
Organiser: Sofia Dental Meeting Association and Inter Expo Center

Exhibition hall 2 – Seminar hall

10.00-18.00
**Course: “Preparation techniques for porcelain crowns Preparation techniques for veneers”**

- Theoretical presentation of the preparation techniques for metal-ceramic crowns.
- Practical work on phantom models - preparation of teeth for metal-ceramic crowns and fabrication of provisional crowns.

Lecturer: Dr. Alexander Klockhov and Dr. Dimitar Filtchev
Organiser: Sofia Dental Meeting Association and Inter Expo Center

Exhibition hall 4 - Seminar hall

10.00-18.00
**Course: “Occlusion - from Depligation to Mastication”**

Clinical course of analysis and evaluation techniques

Lecturer: prof. Marcel Le Gall, France
Organiser: Sofia Dental Meeting Association and Inter Expo Center

**VITOSHA Hall - Congress center**

09.00-15.00
**Seminar: Endodontic Solutions: Strategies for Performing Endodontic Treatment Predictably Profitability and Painlessly**

Lecturer: Mr. Niels Hulsink, Netherlands
Organiser: Dentacom

**MAY 17/THURSDAY**

Pin Hall - Congress center

10.00-14.00
**Course: “Prosthetics over Implants”**

- Types of implant loading, Indications for i immediate, early and postponed implant loading.

Lecturer: Gary Glassman
Organiser: MB Consult 2000

Exhibition hall 2 - Seminar hall

11.00-13.30
**“Capsule endoscopy: nanotechnology for precise diagnosing and patient comfort”**

Organisers: Delrus Europe, Intro-Medica

Presenters: Henry Kim, Yvacheslav Arzamastsev

Exhibition hall 4 - Seminar hall

14.00 - 15.00
**Seminar: “Attestation system in healthcare”**

Lecture: Dr. Encho Enev
Organiser: Endo Med

**VITOSHA Hall - Congress center**

15.00-17.00
**Course: “How to recognize the different Myofunctional problems and how to select your first patients?”**

Lecturer: Dr. Didier Dietschi
Organiser: Patricia

**Exhibition hall 4 - Seminar hall**

10.00-18.00
**Course: “Dental photography”**

Lecture: prof. Marsel Le Gall, France
Organiser: Sofia Dental Meeting Association and Inter Expo Center

**VITOSHA Hall - Congress center**

10.00-18.00
**Course: Lecture and video demonstration “Direct composite resin restoration-from the illusion of the reality”**

Free-hand bonding in the smile frame and the integration of composites in a broad approach to dental aesthetic.

“Too colored posterior рестoration-manual for functional and aesthetic success.”

Lecturer: Dr. Didier Dietschi
Organiser: Patricia